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ATexas lawyer appeared as a talking cat during a Zoom
call with a judge, sparking worldwide delight at the lat-
est video conferencing mishap of the pandemic work-

from-home era. The cat filter left lawyer Rod Ponton struggling
to explain his situation to sympathetic judge, Roy Ferguson. “I
believe you have a filter turned on in the video settings,” the
judge said. Ponton-his voice appearing to be spoken by an in-
creasingly anxious white kitten-asked “Can you hear me,
judge?” The judge responded saying “I can hear you. I think
it’s a filter...”

“It is,” the nodding cat said. “And I don’t know how to re-
move it. I’ve got my assistant here, she’s trying to, but I’m pre-
pared to go forward with it... I’m here live. I’m not a cat.” The
judge replied “I can see that,” before later sending out a tweet
saying the incident underlined the legal profession’s dedication
to justice despite the challenges presented by Covid-19. Pon-
ton, who was appearing in a civil forfeiture hearing, told US
media “if I can make the country chuckle for a moment in these
difficult times they’re going through, I’m happy to let them do
that at my expense.” —AFP

The city of Krakow in southern Poland has woken up and smelled the
coffee-on the paths winding through its picturesque snow-covered
parks. The city is sprinkling coffee grounds from local cafes instead

of sand or salt in green areas. Krakow’s parks department said that using
coffee was an “environmentally friendly and cheaper” alternative and the
idea had “aroused great enthusiasm among residents and numerous cafes”.

The department said on its website that using coffee on the ground was
also more “dog-friendly”. More than 50 cafes are already contributing their
coffee waste and the city said it hoped it would encourage more local res-
idents to buy coffee to go and help cafes “in this difficult time”. Cafes and
restaurants in Poland are currently only allowed to operate a takeaway
service. Krakow credited the city of Lviv in Ukraine and Scandinavian cities
for coming up with the idea.

Parks officials said they currently use about 75 to 80 tons of sand per
week during snowy periods. The idea appeared popular with residents as
park keepers sprinkled coffee grounds from large buckets on Wednesday
near the city’s famed Old Town. “It’s a nice idea. My dog’s happy,” said
Bartek, who was walking his Australian Shepherd, Furia. Another passerby
told AFP it was good not to use “harmful salt” and a third said it “could en-
courage more people to drink coffee during lockdown”. —AFP

As so called party buses are in short
demand due to Covid-19 restric-
tions, a suburb of Copenhagen de-

cided to convert one into a mobile testing
centre, putting a musical spin on virus
testing. In the suburb of Glostrup, to the
west of Denmark’s capital, the town’s
mayor John Engelhardt explained on
Wednesday that “it takes very little,” to
convert the buses normally reserved for
events like bachelor parties and hen dos.
“Party buses are not used for parties as
everything is dead in this area at the mo-
ment, so these buses are available,” En-
gelhardt told AFP.

Now fitted for nurses to be able test for
Covid-19, the bus still retains the neon
lights and sparkly disco ball. Though al-
cohol is no longer served aboard, the
speakers are still used to play music, con-
tributing to a very different atmosphere
compared to what you might expect at a
typical clinic. In line with the government’s
strategyand o encourage Danes to get
tested regularly even when not showing
symptoms, the aim is to make testing
available to as many people as possible by
bringing the test facility to the workplace.
On Wednesday, the bus had several stops,
among them two schools. “We are more
exposed as teachers. With the party bus,
you are safer,” 32-year-old teacher Julie
told AFP.

“It’s easier to do it here, rather than
going to a center after work,” her col-
league Sine added, saying she found the
atmosphere “cozy”. The combination of
music and lights has even encouraged
staff to get up for the odd dance between
patients. “It’s fun to be at work and listen
to music and see the lights,” testing man-
ager on the bus Theresa Kay-Heeno said.
But she stressed that health protocols
were not sacrificed. “The quality of the
testing and the hygiene is top priority,”
she said. In five days, 1,500 people have
been tested in the bus, which will remain
in service “for as long as we need it”, ac-
cording to Engelhardt.

Denmark, which has been in partial
lockdown since Christmas, reopened
primary schools on Monday as the num-
ber of new cases has slowed down. How-
ever, non-essential shops, bars and
restaurants, cultural venues, secondary
schools, colleges and universities remain
closed. — AFP

In Denmark,
music, glitter
balls brighten
Covid tests

Feline silly? Lawyer appears
as cat on Zoom call

This video grab courtesy of the 394th District Court of Texas obtained, shows Texas
lawyer Rod Ponton appearing as a cat during a virtual hearing of the 394th District
Court of Texas. — AFP 

Coffee replaces sand in
snow-covered Krakow

Coffee dregs is pictured in a park on paths in Krakow. —AFP photos

A dog sits on a path sprinkled with coffee grounds in a park in Krakow. 

Municipal workers sprinkle paths in a park with coffee dregs in Krakow.

A municipal worker fills coffee dregs in buckets to sprinkle paths in parks
in Krakow.


